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ON AUTONOMOUS CONTROL SYSTEMS ON

CERTAIN MANIFOLDS1

CHAO-CHU LIANG

Abstract. Let M" be a compact C°° manifold, n > 4, admitting a vector field

with every orbit a circle. Then there exists a completely controllable set S

consisting of two nonsingular C°° vectors X and Y such that every orbit of A- is a

circle.

An autonomous control system on a smooth manifold M is the same as a set of

vector fields on M. A set S of vector fields on a smooth manifold M is said to be

controllable if for every pair (m, m') of points of M there exists a trajectory of S

from m to m'. Here a trajectory of S is a curve which is an integral curve (orbit) of

some X G S or a finite concatenation of such curves such that a trajectory of S

run in reverse is not allowed. (We refer the readers to [2] for details.)

In [2], N. Levitt and H. J. Sussmann showed that on every connected paracom-

pact manifold of class Ck, 2 < k < oo, or k = w, there exists a completely

controllable set S consisting of two vector fields of class Ck~x.

For simplicity, we assume that all the manifolds, vector fields, etc., considered

here are of class C°°.

A manifold M is called closed if it is compact and without boundary. Let Dk

denote the A>dimensional disk and Sk~x its boundary.

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem:

Theorem. // a connected closed n-dimensional manifold M", n > 4, admits a

vector field X0 with every orbit a (nondegenerate) circle, then there exists a completely

controllable set S consisting of two nonsingular vectors X and Y such that every orbit

of X is a circle and Y has finitely many closed orbits.

We first give a brief sketch of the proof.

According to [1], M can be decomposed as a union of round handles Rk = Sx X

Dk X D"~k~x. Each round fc-handle Rk is supplied with a vector field

V = d/dt - 2 x,a/3x,. + 2 yjd/dyj,

where (/, x,y) G Sx X Dk X D"~k~x. A point p G Rk can be moved along a

trajectory of V arbitrarily close to the closed orbit S'xOxO if and only if

p G Sx X Dk X 0. Modifying the vector field  V on each Rk, we will get a
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nonsingular vector field W such that for k > 0 (respectively k = 0) any trajectory

of W approaching 5'xOxO (respectively any trajectory of W) meets Sx X (x,-

axis) (respectively Sx X (^,-axis)) in Rk. By patching up the vector fields Won the

Rks as in [1], we construct a nonsingular vector field Y on M with finitely many

closed orbits {C,}, where C¡ corresponds to Sx X 0 X 0 on each Rk. By using the

standard transversality argument, we may assume that near C, for each / E Sx the

x,-axis (or^-axis) forms part of an orbit of X. Then we construct a sequence of

diffeomorphisms/,, . . . ,/Ar_1 of M to itself such that the C,'s are connected by the

orbits of the vector field X = f<N-X). ■ . .fx.(X0). The set {X, Y) is showed to be

completely controllable.

Let V denote the vector

d/dt - 2 xfl/ax, + " 2   yßßyj
,=i y-i

on Rk = Sx X Dk X D"~k~x, where the x/s and^/s denote the standard coordi-

nate functions onÄ* and ß"-*-1 respectively.

Lemma 1. For k > 0, there exists a vector field W on Rk such that W has

Sx = Sx X 0 X 0 as its only closed orbit, and Sx X (xx-axis — 0) is reachable from

every trajectory except Sx.

Proof. Assume that k > 1, let B}, G Dk be the 2-dimensional disk spanned by

x,-axis and x,-axis, 1 <j < k. We write rBj for the concentric disk of radius r. For

small 90 > 0, we may construct a diffeomorphism gey. By —» Bj for each 0 < 9 < 0O

such that g9j fixes the complement of \Bj, ggj\\Bj = the rotation by a degree of 9,

and Gj(9, xx, xj) = ggj(xx, xj), 0 < 9 < 90, is an isotopy with g0 = identity. Then we

define ggj for arbitrary 9 > 0 by g9J = grjgg , where 9 = p90 + r with/» an integer

and r > 0. The diffeomorphism gej induces a diffeomorphism h9j on Dk X

D"~k~' by fixing the remaining coordinates. We also write

Hj(9, xx,..., xk,yx,. . . ,y„-k_x) = h9J(xx, . . . ,JV-*-i)-

We construct an isotopy

Fy. [4>,4(/+ 1)tt] X Dk X D"-k~x ^> Dk X D"-*-1

as follows:

Fj(t,x,y) =

Hj(t - 4JTT, x,y) for / E [4jir, (4/ + \)tt],

Hj(tt, x, y) for / E [(4/ + 1)tt, (4/ + 2)tt],

Hj((4j + 3)^ - /, x, y) for / E [(4/ + 2)*, (4/ + 3)tt],

»,(0, x,^) for / E [(4/ + 3)w, (4/ -I- 4)*r].

-*-i
The map Fy induces a diffeomorphism K¡ from [4jnr, 4(j + l)tr] X Dk X D"

to itself, where Kj(t, x,y) = (/, Fj(t, x,y)). By gluing together Kjy 2 < j < k, on the
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common boundaries, we obtain a diffeomorphism K of [%-rr, Ann] X Dk X D"~k~x

to itself. Identifying 8w with 4mr, we thus have a diffeomorphism K of S ' X Dk

X £)"-*-' (geometrically, K is given by twisting \Bj along S1 by 180°, and then

twisting it back 180° successively for 2 < / < n — 1). We define W to be Kj(V) on

Rk. Q.E.D.
The same proof yields the following lemma:

Lemma 2. There exists a nonsingular vector field W on R0 = Sx X D° X D"~x =

Sx X D"~x with every trajectory except Sx leaving Rq, and every trajectory meets

Sx X (yx-axis).

For a round ¿-handle Rk = Sx X Dk X Z)"-*"1, we write d_Rk = Sx X Sk~x

X D"~k-X,andd + Rk = Sx X Dk X Sn~k-2 [1, p. 42].

Proof of the Theorem. Since M supports a nonsingular vector field XQ, its

Euler number vanishes. According to [1], for n > 4, M admits a round handle

decomposition, that is, M can be written as R0' + • • • +Rq' + • • • +RX_X

+ • • • + R%"s{, where each R'k denote a round ¿-handle attached to the boundary

of the stuff on the left to it, successively (using d_Rk as the attaching region at

each stage), [1, p. 43]. Near d_R'k, when k > 0, If points inwards (into Rk). Hence

we may use the argument in [1, pp. 52-53] to patch up the W's to construct a

vector field y on M with finitely many closed orbits {CJk}, corresponding to the

core Sx = S1 X 0 X 0 in RJk. Furthermore, by the standard transversality argu-

ment, we may assume that the orbits of X0 meet each C{ transversely. Therefore,

near each C{ = Sx, for each t G Sx the x,-axis (or j>,-axis when k = 0) forms part

of an orbit of X0.

Recall that M = R0X + • • ■ +R„' + ■ • ■ + R*!,1 with C{ Ç R{. We order the

C{'s from left to right in this decomposition, and denote them by {C,}^.

Now we are going to construct a sequence of diffeomorphismsjy, 0 < / < N — 1,

from M to itself such that C} and Cy+1 are connected by an orbit y. of fj,(Xj) =

Xj+X, andfj(y¡) = y¡ when i <j. Let ßj be an orbit of Ay meeting C,, andp a point

on ßj but not on Cj (such a point exists, because of the transversality). We embed a

curve 3: [0, 1] -» M with 3(0) = p and 3(1) = p', a point on CJ+X. Since n > 4, we

may assume that 3((0, 1)) does not intersect any of the other C/s and y,'s with

/ <j. Let Uj be a tubular neighborhood of 3([0, 1]) in M with Í7, n CJ+X = /, a line

segment, and t/, is disjoint from all the other C,'s and y,'s with i <j. As in [1, pp.

44-45], we construct an isotopy Fj with support in Uj from the identity to a

diffeomorphism / with f¡(p) = p' (geometricaly, we drag p to p' along the path 3).

The orbit y, = fj(ßj) of the vector field f¡*iXj) = XJ+X connects C, and CJ+X. We

apply this argument successively to get a vector field XN with an orbit y, connecting

Cj and Cj+ x for each/ with 0 <j < N - 1.

By using the transversality argument again if necessary, we perturb XN near each

C{ to get a vector field X (also with every orbit a circle) such that near C{ for each

/ G S ' the x,-axis (or v,-axis when k = 0) forms parts of an orbit of S.

We claim that {X, Y} forms a completely controllable system. Given any two

points m, m' on M. From the description of Y, we see that m! must be on a
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trajectory coming out from some R¿. On the other hand, m is on a trajectory

approaching some C{ G R{ with k > 0. We can reach C'r from C{ by a sequence of

the trajectories y, of X constructed above and some closed orbits of Y. From

Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and the last paragraph, we see that C{ is reachable from m,

and m' is reachable from C¿. Hence m! is reachable from m by trajectories (in the

positive direction) of the system {X, Y}.   Q.E.D.

Any closed connected manifold M", n > 4, which is the total space of an

5'-bundle satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. For example, the odd-dimen-

sional sphere S2*+1 is the total space of the Hopf bundle Sx -» S2*"1"1 -*CP(k),

where CP(k) denotes the /¿-dimensional complex projective space.

For n = 3, the proof shows that if M3 satisfies the additional condition that it

admits a round handle decomposition, then the conclusion also holds. For exam-

ple, S3 can be written as S1 X D2 + D2 X Sx, one round 0-handle and one round

2-handle.
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